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AN IMPROVED STABILITY RESULT FOR RESONANCES

BY

MARK S. ASHBAUGH AND CARL SUNDBERG

Abstract. We prove stability of shape resonances for the sequence of Schrodinger

equations (-d2/dx2 + U(x) + W„(x))i,(x) = Eyfr(x), 0 *c x < oo, in the limit ai -

oo where the barrier potentials W„(x) are integrable, nonnegative, supported in the

interval [1, a) (1 < a < oo), and approach infinity pointwise a.e. for x e [1, a] as

n -» oo. In the course of our investigation we prove that for suitable complex inifial

conditions the solution to the Riccati equation S'(x) = 1 — (W„(x) — E)[S(x)]2

goes to 0 as n -> oo uniformly on compact subsets of [1, a]. Our approach is via

ordinary differential equations using outgoing wave boundary conditions to define

resonances. Our stability result extends a similar result of Ashbaugh and Harrell,

who use an argument based on asymptotics and the implicit function theorem to

study the above problem with \V(x) replacing W„(x). Our approach is to use the

Riccati equation analysis mentioned above and an application of Hurwitz's Theorem

from complex variable theory.

1. Introduction. The behavior of eigenvalues of Schrodinger operators has been the

subject of extensive investigation since the advent of quantum mechanics. In

particular, perturbation theory has been on a firm mathematical footing since the

work of Rellich in the thirties [5]; Kato [6] and Sz.-Nagy [7] also made important

contributions. In contrast, the study of resonances has received comparatively little

attention. Only rather recently have some of the most basic properties of eigenvalues

been extended to resonances [8-10]. This disparity is not surprising in view of the

relative difficulty of studying resonances in a Hilbert space framework. Whereas the

eigenvalues of a Schrodinger operator can be dealt with directly in terms of the given

self adjoint operator, at best resonances can be viewed as eigenvalues of certain

associated nonselfadjoint operators, a result established by Simon [8] for the case of

dilation analytic potentials. In the one-dimensional or separable multi-dimensional

case, however, one has at one's disposal techniques from the theory of ordinary

differential equations. In this setting, a recent paper by Ashbaugh and Harrell [3]

developed perturbation theory for shape resonances, i.e. resonances arising in

two-body potential scattering from the shape of the potential. In the present paper

we extend one of their most basic results, that of stability of resonances under

perturbations. Other recent work on related problems using functional analytic

methods is contained in [11-16 and 24],
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In general outline, we follow here the formulation of the resonance problem as set

forth in Ashbaugh-Harrell. Since our primary interest is in three-dimensional

problems with spherical symmetry we shall be concerned with the Schrodinger

equation

(1.1) - fix) + V(x)xp(x) = E^(x)    on[0,oo)

with Dirichlet boundary condition at x = 0 and with outgoing wave or Gamow-

Siegert [1, 2] boundary condition for x -» oo. In [3], this equation is considered for

(1.2) V(x) = U(x) + \W(x)

where U is a piecewise continuous real-valued function on (0,1 ], supported in [0,1],

and with hmxl0x2U(x) = 1(1 + 1), / a nonnegative integer. W is taken to be

piecewise continuous, supported in [1, a] for some finite a > 1, and strictly positive

on (1, a). Under these hypotheses the potential F represents a barrier on the interval

(1, a) which can be scaled in height through the parameter X. The authors then

undertake a systematic study of the asymptotic behavior of the resonance energies in

the X -» oo limit. In particular, they develop formulas for the real and imaginary

parts of the resonance energies which are asymptotically valid as X -» oo. These

results should be viewed as perturbative results relating the behavior of resonances

in the above problem to the eigenvalues of the unperturbed problem

(1.3) -*"(*) + U(x)t(x) = exL(x)   on [0,1]

with Dirichlet boundary conditions imposed at both endpoints; this unperturbed

problem may be regarded as the X = oo case of the above problem. More specifi-

cally, one can show that for any resonance energy £(X) such that limx_00£(X)

exists, this limit must be one of the X = oo eigenvalues e. In fact, this result, which

we call a stability result for resonances, is fundamental to the subsequent perturba-

tive development.

In the present paper we establish a similar stability result in the following more

general situation. We take

(1.4) V(x) = U(x) + Wn(x)

in equation (1.1). Here U is a real-valued function supported in [0,1], integrable

away from 0, and satisfying limxl0x2U(x) = /(/ + 1), / a nonnegative integer. The

{IF„}"=, are integrable real-valued nonnegative functions supported in [I, a] such

that Wn(x) -» oo as n -» oo for almost all x E [1, a]. Thus the manner in which the

potential barriers are allowed to approach infinity is more general in the present

paper; note, in particular, that our barriers are not required to go to infinity

monotonically. To prove stability of resonances under these weakened hypotheses,

however, we cannot rely upon asymptotic formulas for the solutions to (1.1) with

V(x) given by (1.2) as was done in [3]. Instead, we will use various comparison

arguments about such solutions which will allow us to reach the desired conclusion

via a different route. Our methods yield some results about complex-valued solutions

to a Riccati equation which may be of interest in their own right.

We turn now to casting our problem into the form in which we wish to view it for

the remainder of the paper.  First, we define   two solutions,   \p0(x;E, n) and
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\px(x; E, n), to the differential equation (1.1) where now V(x) is given by (1.4). t^0 is

defined by specifying Dirichlet boundary conditions at x = 0,

(1.5) ^o(0;£,ai) = 0   and   ^(0;£,ai) = 1,

and i¡/x is defined by specifying Gamow-Siegert boundary conditions as x -» oo

which, because V(x) = 0 for x > a, may be imposed at jc = a as

(1.6) t0Bia;E,n) = \    and   »/¿(a; E, n) = i{Ê~.

Our convention on the square root is that it be the positive square root on the

positive real axis and that its branch cut lies along the negative real axis. Resonance

energies are complex so this comment is vital. For definiteness of i^0 and \px these

conditions fix normalization as well as the desired boundary condition—a simple

Gamow-Siegert boundary condition would just require ^(x) — Ae'*Ex for x > a.

Note that ^0 is independent of « for x £ [0,1] and that it solves the differential

equation (1.3) with e = £ since Wn(x) = 0 on this interval. We shall use these facts

and suppress the index ai in the following since we shall never evaluate \p0 for x > 1.

Resonance energies for (1.1) are determined as complex values £ such that 4>0(x; E)

and ipx(x; E, n) are linearly dependent. We state this as a definition.

Definition 1.1. A resonance of ( 1.1 ) is a number £ G C\( — oo, 0 ] for which

(17) 0-£(£)^o(1;£)       ^1;£'") =  W{*o>*«>}

" KiUE)      *;(1;£,h)      *„(!)*;(!)'

Here vV{4/0, \px) = ¡Po'Px ~ ^ó^x is me Wronskian of t/>0 and \px. We take the

following facts as well known [17,18]:

(1) ̂ (x; E) is analytic in E,

(2) ^(x; E, n) is analytic in £ except at £ = 0, where it has a branch point due

to the square root in (1.6).

Hence, £„(£) is an analytic function of £ for £ e C\( — oo,0] except perhaps for

poles at the zeros of t//¿(l; £) and «/¿(l; E, n). For our purposes these exceptions

present no difficulties.

In §§2 and 3 we show that

<rUi;£. »)

uniformly for £ in certain compact subsets of C as ai -» oo. We do this by analyzing

the solutions to the Riccati equation satisfied by 4>x/4>x- Thus our stability result

will involve the zeros of

(1.9) FiE)=   hm £„(£)= MM2
n-°° ytj(1;£j

These are precisely the zeros of i/>0(l; £), i.e. the eigenvalues of the unperturbed

problem (1.3). In §4 we use Hurwitz's Theorem [19, 20] to conclude that to each

unperturbed eigenvalue e > 0 there corresponds, for sufficiently large ai, a unique

nearby resonance energy En with En -> e as ai -» oo.
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2. Preliminary results. In this section we begin the ordinary differential equations

arguments which lead to the result ypœ(l; £, n)/\p^(l; E, n) -> 0 as n -* oo. We are

interested in the behavior of \px at 1 having prescribed its initial data at x = a. Here

we address the analogous problem on [0,1] where behavior at x = 0 is prescribed

and that at x = 1 is to be determined. These problems are equivalent via a reflection

and a rescaling of x. Moreover, since our interest lies in the ratio i/^/i^ we focus

attention on the Riccati equation which it satisfies. Here we concern ourselves with

the following simplified Riccati equation which will be useful in subsequent com-

parison arguments:

(2.1) S'(x) = 1 -A(x)[S(x)]2   on [0,1].

with S(0) = ce'9, c > 0, 6 E [0, tt/2\. In the following we shall always assume that

A(x) is integrable and nonnegative in [0,1].

We begin our study of equation (2.1) by noting that we may treat it as a system of

two differential equations for the real and imaginary parts of S(x) — f(x) + ig(x):

(2.2a) fix) = 1 - A(x)[f(x)2 - g(x)2},

(2.2b) g'(x) = -2A(x)f(x)g(x)

with initial conditions /(0) = c cos 6 and g(0) = c sin 8. For the present, we assume

that/(x) and g(x) exist on [0,1]. The possibility that they do not will be dispensed

with following Lemma 2.4 to conclude the argument.

Lemma 2.1. f(x) >0 for x £ (0,1].

Proof. From equation (2.2a) we note that/'(x) > 1 at zeros of fix). Hence, on

any interval / can be 0 at most once and must be negative to the left of such a zero

and positive to the right. Since/(0) > 0 here,/must be positive to the right of 0.    ■

Lemma 2.2. Either g(x) = 0 or g(x) > 0 for x £ [0,1]; i'ai addition, g'(x) < 0 on

this interval.

Proof. By the preceding lemma, we can assume that fix) is a known positive

function. Then the differential equation g' = -2Afg together with the initial condi-

tion g(0) = c sin 6 > 0 gives the result, since the only solution to this differential

equation which has zeros is the zero solution.    ■

Lemma 2.3. There is at most one point xx £ [0,1] a? which f=g. For such a point,

f(x)<g(x)on [0,xx)andf(x)>g(x)on (xx,\].

Proof. Suppose that xx £ [0,1] has the property thatf(xx) = g(xx). Then/'(*,)

= 1 whereas by the preceding lemma g'(x) < 0 on [0,1]. Hence at any such point,/

must overtake g and this can happen at most once.    ■

Lemma 2.4. fix) < 1 + c on [0,1].

Proof. If fix) *£ g(x) for all x £ [0,1], then fix) < g(0) = csintf < 1 + c be-

cause g is decreasing. If fia) — g(a) for some a £ (0,1), then/(;c) < g(x) < c < 1

4- c for x < a. For x > a, Lemma 2.3 and equation (2.2a) imply that/'(x) < 1 and
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hence fix) — fia) < x — a *£ 1 — a. Then from fia) = g(a) < c we obtain fix) < 1

+ c — a < 1 + c. If /(x) > g(x) on [0,1], then again/'(x) < 1 and hence fix) < 1

+ c.    ■

Remark. As proven above, Lemmas 2.1-2.4 hold only on an interval [0, b) where

o £ (0,1] because/and g may not be continuable past b. In this case, however, fix)

must approach infinity as x 1 b because of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, and this contradicts

Lemma 2.4. This shows that / and g exist on [0,1] and that, therefore, the above

lemmas hold as stated.

Having discovered these crude qualitative features of the functions / and g, we

proceed to an investigation of how these solutions depend on A. Consider the family

of Riccati equations

(2.3) S^(x) = I - An(x)[Sn(x)]2

all with initial condition S„(0) = ceie, c > 0, 0 £ [0, tr/2], where the An(x) are

nonnegative real-valued integrable functions going to infinity pointwise almost

everywhere in [0,1] as ai -» oo. First we state a lemma concerning measurable

functions which will be needed frequently in the proofs which follow. Here and in

the sequel, if £ C R is measurable then | £| means the Lebesgue measure of £.

Lemma 2.5. Let E C R be a measurable set having finite measure. Let [An}™=x be a

sequence of measurable functions with An(x) -> oo for almost all x E £. Then for each

K, 8 > 0 there exists a measurable set P C £ with \P\< 8 and an integer N such that

for all x E £\£ and n > N we have An(x) > K.

Proof. Standard, see Royden [23].    ■

We continue now with our discussion of the ai -» oo behavior of solutions to

equation (2.3).

Proposition 2.6. Take An(x), n= 1,2,3,..., as above. Let Sn(x) solve equation

(2.3) with the given initial condition. Then Sn(x) exists on [0,1] aAid Sn(x) -> 0 as

n -» oo uniformly for c in compact subsets of [0, oo), 0 E [0, w/2], aAid x in compact

subsets of (0,1].

Proof. We have shown that Sn(x) = fn(x) + ig„(x) exists on [0,1]. Let e > 0,

p > 0, and 0 < xx < 1 be given; we will find an N such that | Sn(x) \< e for all

ai > N if x £ [xx, 1] and Sn(0) = ce'9 satisfies c £ [0, p] and 6 E [0, ir/2]. First-we

find an N0 such that | g„(x) \< e/ f2 for x £ [xv 1] and n > N0. We may assume

e<xx/'/2. We define N0 via Lemma 2.5 using £ = [0,1], £=8p/x,e2, and

8 = x,/4. Since g„ is decreasing and nonnegative we will be done if we can show

that g„(xx) < e/]/2 for all ai 3= N0. Suppose this were not the case. Then gn(x)>

e/ y¡2 for some ai » N0 and for all x E [0, xx]. If fn(x) < g„(x) for all x E [ 0, a),
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then /„'(x) > 1 for x E [0, a) and hence fn(a) > a. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, /„(x) 3*

min{x, g„(x)} for 0 < x < 1 and hence g'„(x) < -2A„(x) min(x, g„(x))g„(x) <

-2An(x) minfx,^, e/ f2 }e/ /2 < -e2,4„(x) for all x E [x,/2, x,]. Integrating, we

find that

&,(*i) < gB(*i/2) - e2f An(x)dx <c - e2(x,/4)(8p/x,e2) = c-2p < 0
x\/2

in contradiction to Lemma 2.2.

Next we find N such that \fn(x)\< e/ ■/! for x E [x,, 1] and « > N. First use the

foregoing to obtain an N¿ such that \g„(x)\< 6/4/2 for x £ [x, — 6/2/2 ,1] and for

all ai > A^. We now use Lemma 2.5 with K = 128/2 (1 + p)/3e3 and 8 = 6/4/2 to

find an N > N¿ such that ^4„(x) > K off a set of measure less than 8 for all n > N.

Now let x0 E [x,, 1] and assume /„(x0) > e/ f2 for some n> N. Then /,(x) >

6/2/2 for x0 - 6/2/2 < x < x0 since /„'(x) < 1 when /„(x) > g„(x). Moreover,

/„(*)2 - S„(x)2 > «2/8 - e2/32 = 3e2/32 on (x0 - 6/2/2 , x0) and therefore/„'(x)

= 1 - /i„(x)[/„(x)2 - g„(x)2] < 1 - 3e2/i„(x)/32. Integrating, we obtain

/n(*o) </n(*o - e/2,/2) + 6/2/2 - (3e2/32) /'" An(x) dx
Jx0-e/2f2

which leads to

f„(x0 - e/2^2 ) > 6/2y2" + (3e2/32)(e/4/2 ) 128/2 (1 + p)/3e3

= e/2/2 + 1 + p > 1 + c,

contradicting Lemma 2.4. Hence, for ai > N we have | Sn(x) \2 = /„(x)2 + g„(x)2 < e2

forx E [x,, 1].    ■

There are two further points which we wish to discuss here. The first is the manner

in which Sn(x) -> 0 in the complex plane. The requisite result is the following:

Proposition 2.7. Let x, E (0,1] and e> 0 be given. Let Sn(x) = f„(x) + ign(x)

and An(x) be as above except that our initial condition is imposed at some x0 E

[0, x,/2]: S„(x0) = ce'9. Then there exists an integer N such that, for all n > N,

I S„(x) l< e andfn(x) > g„(x)for all x E [x,, 1], for any choice of initial condition with

c £ [0, p] and 6 £ [0, w/2], and for any positioning of the initial condition within

[0, x,/2], £aims, 5„(x) -» 0 through the sector {z £ C|0 < argz < tr/4} for all x £

(0,1] with uniformity over x E [x,, 1] for x, > 0 and over initial data c E [0, p],

6 E [0, it/2] imposed at x0 £ [0, x,/2].

Proof. Again we use Lemma 2.5 to find N, this time for K — 128p/x3 and

8 = x,/8. By Lemma 2.3, f„(x) > g„(x) for all ai > N will hold on [x,, 1] if we can

show that it holds for x = x,. Suppose that for some ai > N we have/„(x,) < g„(x,).

Then Lemma 2.3 implies that fn(x) < g„(x) for x E [0, x^ and hence, by (2.2a),

/„(*) > x,/4 on (3x,/4, x,) since /„(x,/2) > 0. Thus g'n(x) < -2(x2/\6)An(x) on

(3x,/4, x,) and integration yields

g„(*i) < g„(3x,/4)-2(x2/16) P   An(x) dx
•/3^,/4

< p-2(x2/16)(x,/8)l28p/x3 = -p,
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contradicting Lemma 2.2. To conclude the proof we increase N if necessary to insure

that |S„(x)|< e for all ai s* N and x £ [x,, 1]. That this can be done for S„(x)

initialized at x0 £ [0, x,/2] with N independent of x0 follows from the proof of

Proposition 2.6.    ■

Lastly, we wish to extend Proposition 2.6 to the case where 5„(0) = ce'9 is allowed

to lie in a larger sector. In particular, to be able to conclude anything about

resonances we must be able to deal with values of 8 in [ tr/2, tt/2 + e) for some

e > 0. In the following we shall allow 6 E [tr/2,5tt/8]. Note that with this initial

condition /„(0) = ccos0 < 0 and g„(0) = csind >0. From equations (2.2a) and

(2.2b), initially/,' > 1 and g'n**0 and we see that this situation must prevail at least

until /„ reaches 0. It is easy to see that /„ and g„ exist at least until /„ reaches zero;

from that point on we can invoke the previous results of this section to reach the

desired conclusion. We begin by establishing two useful lemmas.

Lemma 2.8. Let Sn(x) =/„(x) + ig„(x) satisfy equation (2.3) with initial condition

S„(0) = cei9 where c > 0 and 0 E [it/2,5tt/%]. Then for any x E (0,1], /„(x) > 0

eventually. Thus, for n large enough, f„ has a unique zero zn in [0,1].

Proof. Assume there is an x, E (0,1 ] for which the conclusions of the lemma are

false. Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume/„(x,) *£ 0 for all ai. By

the proof of Lemma 2.1, /„ can have at most one zero, at which /„ must necessarily

cross the x-axis. Therefore, we must have fn(x) < 0 for x £ [0, x,) and thus also

g'„(x)>0 and/„'(x) > 1 on this interval. It then follows that

S„ixf - fÂxf > g„(0)2 - /„(0)2 = c2(sin2 6 - cos2 0)

— -c2cos26 > -c2cos5tr/4.

Thus,

/„'(*)> 1 + c2A„ix)/JÏ

on [0, x,] or

/„(*,) >/„(0) + x, + (c2/fi) fXlAn(x)dx,

which yields a contradiction with 0>fn(xx) by an appropriate application of

Lemma 2.5.    ■

Lemma 2.9. IFiíai hypotheses as in the previous lemma, gn(zn) — max0s:;cCl g„(x) is

bounded by a constant independent of n. Specifically, g„(z„) < c\ 1 + \/^2 .

Proof. Note that/„(x) < 0 on [0, zn) and that/n' and g'n are nonnegative on this

interval. Hence, |/„(x)/g„(x) | is decreasing on [ 0, zn) so

l/„(^)An(^)l<l/B(0)/g„(0)|=|cotO|

<|cot577/81= i/2 - 1
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or|/„(x)|<(v/2 -l)gn(x).Now

g'n(x) = 2An(x)\fn(x)\gn(x)<2({2 - \)An(x)gn(x)2

= An(x)gn(x)2[\ - ({2 - if] ^A„(x)[gn(x)2-fn(x)2]

<l-^(^)[/„(x)2-g„(x)2]=/„'(x).

Hence,

Sni zn ) < á?„(0) + fH(zm ) - /„(O) = c sin 0 - c cos 6

<c(sin57T/8 -cos5ta/8) = c^/l + l/2 .    ■

These lemmas allow us to carry out the argument outlined above to establish

Theorem 2.10. Let Sn(x) = f„(x) + ign(x) satisfy equation (2.3) wAiere {An(x)) is

as described following equation (2.3). Sei Bp = {z E C|0 < arg z < 5t7/8, |z |< p}.

£rieAi S„(x) exi'sis oai [0,1] aAid 5„(x) -* 0 as n -> oo uniformly with respect to

Sn(0) E £p and x E [x,, 1] for any p > 0 aAid aiiy x, > 0. 7ai addition, for any x, > 0

there exists an integer N such that 0 < arg Sn(x) < 7a/4 for all n > N and all

x £ [x,, 1].

Proof. We can restrict our attention to 6 E [tr/2,5-n/fs] since Proposition 2.7

establishes the result for 6 E [0,7r/2]. We observed just before Lemma 2.8 that S„(x)

exists on [0,1]. Lastly, we fix x, > 0 and look at the behavior of Sn(x) for

x E [x,, 1]. By Lemma 2.8 we can find an integer N0 such that/„(X)/2) > 0 for all

n> N0 and thus zn < x,/2 for all ai > N0. We also know that g„(zn) < c\Jl + 1//2

«S p/1 + 1//2 . We now view ^(x) as defined by an initial condition at x0 = zn.

Then by Proposition 2.7 (with p replaced by py 1 + 1//2 ), given e > 0, we can find

an integer N > N0 such that for all ai > N we have | .S„(x) |< e and 0 < arg Sn(x) <

e/4 for all x £ [x,, 1]. Since this N depends only on p, x, and e, the stated uniform

convergence follows immediately.    ■

Remark. Analogous results hold for Sn(x) lying in the lower half-plane since

equation (2.3) is unchanged in form under Sr, -» Sn.

3. The comparison argument. To deal effectively with the resonance problem we

must have results of the type of Theorem 2.10 that apply to the Riccati equation

(2.1) with An(x) replaced by An(x) — E, E £ C. We do this using a comparison

argument based in spirit on Harrell's argument in [21]. To fix notation we shall

consider

(3.1) u';(x)=Anix)u„ix),

(3.2) v'n'(x) = (A„(x) - E)vn(x)

on [0,1] with k„(0) = 1 = v„(0) and «¡,(0) = c~xe-'9 = v'„(0) where c > 0 and 6 E

(0, 5tt/8]. Then the function S„(x) = un(x)/u'n(x) satisfies S'„(x) - 1 -

^„(x)[Sn(x)]2 with initial condition ^„(0) = ce'9 which conforms with our notation
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in §2. Our comparison result gives information about the behavior of vn(x) through

a study of the function wn(x) which relates un(x) and vn(x) via

(3.3) vn(x) = wn(x)un(x).

The major result in this section is

Theorem 3.1. Suppose £ > 0, 0 < /(l - \/{2)/2R < p, < p2, aAid An(x), n =

1,2,3,..., arereal-valuedintegrablefunctionson[0,l]withAn(x)>OandAn(x) -» oo

as n ^ oo almost everywhere in [0,1]. Define £p,,P2 = {z E C|0 < argz < 57i/8,

p, *£|z|^ p2}. Then for any xx E (0,1] and e > 0 there exists an integer N with the

following properties: If v„(x) satisfies equation (3.2) with |£|*s£ aAid Aias initial

conditions v„(0) = 1, v'n(0) = c~le~'9 where ce'9 E £PhP2, then vn(x)/v'n(x) < e for all

x £ [x,, 1] for all n> N. In particular, vn(\)/v'n(\) -» 0 uniformly as n -» oo for all E

contained in any compact subset of C and for all initial conditions in Bq    .

Proof. We shall have recourse to two comparison arguments which are instru-

mental in showing that v„(x)/v'n(x) has the same behavior as does Sn(x) of Theorem

2.10. For the further development of these results we introduce the auxiliary

function

(3.4) ß„(x) = w„'(x)/w„(x)

where wn(x) is defined by equation (3.3) above. That wn(x) is defined by this relation

is guaranteed by the argument used to prove Lemma 2.2 which tells us that g„(x),

and hence m„(x), is never zero on [0,1] when c > 0 and 6 £ (0, 5tt/8]. However,

justification of our definition of ß„(x) will be made only in the course of the main

argument where it will be shown that |ß„(x)| obeys a differential inequality which

forces it to remain bounded on [0,1]. For now, we note that from the initial

conditions for u„ and t>„ we must have wn(0) = 1 and w'n(0) — 0 so that ß„(x) is

certainly defined and continuous for positive x near zero. On this interval ß„(x)

satisfies

(3.5) Q;(x) = -£ - 2[<(x)A„(x)]ß„(x) - [ß„(x)]2

with initial condition ß„(0) = 0 and | £ |< £.

It is straightforward to show (we suppress the subscript ai in the following)

(3.6)

|-^|ß(x)|2 = -Re[£fi(x)]-2[ReU'(x)/M(x)]|ß(x)|2-|ß(x)|2Reß(x).

It then follows that, for | ß(x) \¥= 0,

(3.7) ¿|ß(x)|<£-2[Reii'(x)/W(x)]|ß(x)|+|ß(x)|2.

Now let G(x) be defined by

(3.8) G'(x) = £ - 2[Re«'(x)/«(x)]G(x) +[G(x)]2
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with initial condition (7(0) = 0. We use a comparison argument to show that

G(x) >\ ß(x) | for x in the domain of definition of G(x). First note that G'(x) = £

> 0 at any zero of G so we have G(x) > 0 for x > 0. To establish that G(x) >\ ß(x) |

we consider the family of functions Gs(x), 8 > 0, defined by the differential

equations

(3.9) G&x) = £ + 8 - 2[Re u'(x)/u(x)]Gs(x) + Gs(xf

with initial conditions Gs(0) = 8. Then Gs(0) >|ß(0)|= 0 and hence Gs(x) > 0 for

x > 0 by the same argument as was given for G above. We claim Gs(x) >| ß(x) | for

x > 0. For suppose this were not so. Then there would be an x0 > 0 such that

Gä(x0)=|ß(x0)|and Gs(x)>|ß(x)| for all x E [0, x0). Then |ß(x0)|^ 0 and by

our differential inequality we must have

¿IBM
R Re M'(Xo) Gsixo) +[Gsixo)]2 < G'sixo)-

"(*o)

However, since Gs(x) >| ß(x) | to the left of x0 we must have

G'B{x0)<-¡¡¿\Q(x)

and we have a contradiction. Thus, Gs(x)>|ß(x)| for all x in the domain of

definition of Gs(x). Finally, we take the limit 8 |0 to conclude that G(x) >|B(x)|.

Here we have used the fact that solutions to a differential equation are continuous

functions of initial conditions and of parameters appearing in the equation itself—for

precise statements see [17].

We now wish to show that G(x) = C7„(x) exists on [0,1] if ai is large enough. We

accomplish this via another comparison argument. First we must examine the

behavior of the coefficient

u'„(x)               f„(x) r    .   ,_n
Re^TT = -—-1-r=ReS„x    '.

Now by Theorem 2.10 for any e > 0 and any x, E (0,1 ], there is an integer N such

that | S„(x) |< e and 0 < arg S„(x) < it/A for ai > N and x E [x,, 1]. Now g„(x) is

never zero, hence S„(x) is never 0 for c > 0 and 6 £ (0,57r/8]. This implies that

S„(x)_1 -» oo in the sector {z E C|0 > argz > — w/4} uniformly on [x,, 1], from

which it follows that Re[S„(x)_1] -» oo uniformly for x in the given interval.

Furthermore, we can bound Re[S„(x)_1] below by the constant c_1cos57r/8 =

— c_1y(l — 1//2 )/2 on the entire interval from 0 to 1. To see this, one notes that

we need only consider the interval on which /„ < 0 and there both /„ and g„ are

increasing. Then

"«(•*) _ /«(*) ^     _fÁx)
Re

«nix)      /„(x)2 + g„(x)2      /„(x)2 + g„(0)2

/■(0) ^ --i — 5" _ _.-i H"
/„(0)Z + g„(0r 8 V2V /

because the function h(t) = t/(t2 + g„(0)2) is increasing when 111< g„(0).
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We now define the function

*(*) =
-/£     for0^x<(3/£?)    ,

{R îot(3{r)     <x< 1,

where £ is the bound on the allowed energies which appears in equation (3.7). We

claim that $(x) < Re[u'n(x)/un(x)] on [0,1] for ai large enough. If we take x, =

(3t/R)~\ then by our discussion in the preceding paragraph we can find an integer

N such that Re[u'n(x)/un(x)] > /£ for all n> N, thus establishing the claim for

x E ((3fP)~\ 1]. The claim also holds on [0,(3fR)~l] if c E £p| Pi by the stated

restriction on p,.

We now introduce our second comparison equation

(3.10) 77'(x) = £-24>(x)77(x) + 77(x)2

with the initial condition 77(0) = 0. This equation can be solved explicitly:

£x .    _  .     .    1

77(x)

1 - ¡Rx

3£x + 2y£T

3i/£x + 5

for 0 ^ x =£
3¡R '

for
3^

<x< 1.

Since equation (3.10) thus has a solution on [0,1] for initial data 0, by an elementary

comparison argument (see, e.g. [22]) the equation (3.5) must also, and thus the

existence of G(x) on the interval [0,1] is established. Hence, the existence and

boundedness of ß„(x) for sufficiently large ai is established as well. This justifies our

definition of ß„(x) by equation (3.4) and shows that wn(x) ¥= 0 and hence t>„(x) i= 0

for all x E [0,1].

We now complete the proof of the theorem. From equation (3.3) we obtain

(3.11)
1v'n(x) = u'n(x)   |   w„'(x)  ___

%ix)       «„(*)       *>„ix)       Sn(x)
+ ß„(x).

From the above, we know that ß„(x) is bounded on [0,1] independently of ai for

large n, of ce'9 for cei9 E £p|P2 = {ce'9 £ C10 < 0 < 5tt/8, P, < c < p2}, and of £

with |£|< £ where £ > (1 - 1/ v/ï)/2p2. Since S„(x) -* 0 uniformly for such sets

as well as on the sets [x,, 1] where x, > 0, we must have v'n(x)/vn(x) -» oo uniformly

for all these sets. Equivalently, ün(x)/t;^(x) -♦ 0 uniformly for the aforementioned

sets. In particular, vn(\)/v'„(\) -* 0 uniformly for | £|< £ and for initial values ce'9 of

vn(x)/v'n(x) in £piP2.    ■

4. The main result. As mentioned in the Introduction, we have only to combine the

results of the previous sections with Hurwitz's Theorem to prove stability of

resonances. We first state this theorem.
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Theorem 4.1 (Hurwitz's Theorem). Let {£„} be a sequence of analytic functions

on a domain D with Fn-> F uniformly on compact subsets of D. Let B(a, £) = {z £

C||z — a|< £} CD and suppose F has no zeros on [z\\z — a\= £} aAid k zeros on

B(a, £) = (z £ C || z — a|< £}. Then there is an integer N such that, for all n~> N,

Fn has exactly k zeros on B(a, R). (Zeros are counted according to their multiplicity.)

Proof. See Conway [19] or Duncan [20].    ■

Corollary 4.2. Let {£„} and F be as above with £ e 0. Then z El D is a zero of F

if and only if z = lim„_ x zn where, for each ai, z„ is a zero of the function Fn.    ■

For us £„(£) = <//0(l; E)/%(\; E) - ^(1; £, n)/^(l; £, «) defines our se-

quence of functions and we wish to show that the second term goes to zero as ai goes

to infinity uniformly for £ in compact sets. This will follow from Theorem 3.1 once

we translate the equation and conditions for ipx on the interval [I, a] into the

corresponding equation and conditions on [0,1]. To do this we set

t = (a- x)/(a-\)    and   v„(t) = ^(x; E, ai).

We find that ^(1; E, ai)/<//(1; £, ai) = -(a- l)vn(l)/v'n(l) where v„ satisfies

equation (3.2) with £ replaced by (a — 1)2£, with initial condition vn(0)/v'n(0) —

i/[(a — l)\/£], and with A„(x) = (a — l)2IF„(a — (a — l)x). For convenience we

set £ = (a — 1)2£. Then, relating our initial data to the variables appearing in

Theorem 3.1, we have cei9 = i(£)~1/2 or c = (J £|)"1/2 and 6 = f - \ arg £. Thus,

Theorem 3.1 applies for arg £ = arg £ £ [ —77/4, tt) and p, =£ (|£|)~1/2 < p2 where

p, > 0, and we may conclude that vn(\)/v'n(\) -» 0 uniformly as ai -» 00 for £ (and

hence also £) in annular sectors. This implies ^(1; £, n)/\p^(l; E, n) -» 0 uni-

formly as« -> 00 for £ in sets of the form (z £ C| — it/A < argz < m,Rx <|z|< £2}

where £, > 0 and £2 is finite.

Now Hurwitz's Theorem can be applied to yield the following stability of

resonances result.

Theorem 4.3. Giüen aAiy unperturbed eigenvalue e > 0 and a ball B(e; e) =

(z E C||z — e|< e} C (z £ C||z|> 0, —7r/4 < argz < it) which contains no other

unperturbed eigenvalue, for all n sufficiently large there is a unique resonance En of the

perturbed problem of index n with En converging to e as n -» 00. Furthermore, the

values e > 0 are the only limit points of solutions to Fn(E) = 0 as n -* 00 wAiicAi lie in

the open sector {£ £ C||£|> 0, — 7r/4 < arg £ < it). In addition, all resonances lie

below the real axis.

Proof. That the zeros of t//0(l; E) occur on the real axis and are simple follows

from the fact that these zeros are the eigenvalues of the regular Sturm-Liouville

problem with unmixed boundary conditions given by equation (1.3). The functions

£„(£) and £(£) = t//0(l; E)/\¡/¿(\; E) have poles at the zeros of ^¿(1; £)—note that

"A»/"ft» *"* 0 with ai going to infinity by Theorem 3.1, so that there cannot be

"cancelling poles" in ifc/^ for large enough ai. Draw disks around these poles so

small that no zeros of £ or £„ he within them. Zeros of ^0 and \p¿ cannot coincide

since i^o is not the zero solution. Hurwitz's Theorem can now be applied to the sector

with these disks excised.
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That resonances cannot lie on the positive real axis follows from observing that

for real £ the real solution ^0(x; £) cannot be dependent with the inherently

complex solution ^(x; E, n). Finally, resonance energies have negative imaginary

parts since a resonance with a positive imaginary part would provide an L2 solution

to Schrödinger's equation and hence the resonance would be an eigenvalue. But the

operator associated with our problem is self adjoint and cannot have a nonreal

eigenvalue.    ■

5. Concluding remarks. By developing the remark at the end of §2 one obtains

information about the analytic continuations of £„(£) and £(£) to the sector

it < arg £ < 97T/4. For arg £ = tt or equivalently arg Sn(0) — 0, the results of §3

follow upon noting that, by Lemma 2.1, fn(x) ¥= 0 for x > 0 and thus 5„(x) ¥= 0 for

x > 0. The last argument given above extends to show that resonance energies

cannot satisfy it < arg E < 2tt (by analytic continuation our convention on \/£ for

this region must be arg-fË = \ arg £). Thus any zeros of £„(£) with 0 < arg £ < 277

must he on the negative real axis and must be eigenvalues. Hurwitz's Theorem then

shows that for any unperturbed eigenvalue e < 0 we can find a sequence of

perturbed eigenvalues {£„} with £„(£„) = 0 and £„ -» e as ai -> oo. The existence of

perturbed eigenvalues corresponding to the negative unperturbed eigenvalues is also

readily established using the min-max principle [9, 18]. From that vantage point one

also finds that the perturbed eigenvalues are less than their unperturbed counter-

parts. In addition, the min-max principle shows that if 0 is an unperturbed

eigenvalue then there will be a sequence of corresponding perturbed eigenvalues

which are less than 0. However, it would be relatively difficult to prove convergence,

En -» e, by this method in the generality discussed here. Thus our stability result may

yield new, though by no means unexpected, results for eigenvalues.

In the parlance of theoretical physics the values of E for which 0 < arg £ < 277

constitute the "physical sheet" and our discussion above regards the well-known fact

that resonances he on the "second sheet" gotten by analytically continuing across

the positive real axis from above to below. The complex conjugates of our reso-

nances, which are zeros of the analytic continuation of £„(£) to 277 < arg £ < 9t7/4,

give "incoming wave" solutions to Schrödinger's equation and are thus important to

an understanding of scattering in the t -> — oo limit; put differently, they are

resonances in the time-reversed setting.
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